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Abstract- Palm print based biometric plans are developing in insurance frameworks due to higher exactness.  In this paper, 
examination of highlight extraction in two modified methodologies for scale and revolution invariant intrigue include 
extractor and descriptor for instance SIFT and SURF in palm print confirmation is done. Filter and SURF is for the most part 
utilized in picture mosaic, design recognition, age recovery, and numerous different applications in PC vision. The SIFT 
distinguished increasingly number of highlights indicates as thought about the SURF and SIFT takes additional time than 
SURF for the coordinating two pictures. The SURF gave more noteworthy precision than the SIFT. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

The Biometric is an order of registering and 

inspecting physiological and conduct information. In 

any biometrics frameworks social and physiological 

information are utilized for confirmation. The 
physiological highlights for instance unique mark, 

face, palm print, iris, ear and so on and the social 

attributes for instance signature, step, and keystroke 

and so on. are extraordinary and utilized for biometric 

applications. The secret key based security 

frameworks are broadly utilized for assurance of data. 

Be that as it may, the passwords essential to be 

recalled. Likewise, certain examples, for example, 

letter sets, numbers and unique characters and least 

length of 8 characters are demanded while making 

new secret word and such passwords are hard to 

recall. Biometric check framework is a technique for 
distinguishing the format by coordinating with the 

recently put away layout in the database. It gauges a 

contrast between the contributions to the recently put 

away layouts from database and ascertains some 

coordinating scores. At that point it settles on a 

choice based on an expected edge esteem. 

 

 
Figure 1:  Example of Palmprint images (A) Contact-less 

Acquisition (B) Offline Contact Acquisition. 

 

The biometric plot dependent on the palm print is a 

nearly new biometric innovation which gives 

powerful and reliable individual ID. These days, there 

is intense interest for contact—less biometrics 

because of different social and clean issues, Fig. 1(A) 

is the case of contact—less procurement and Fig. 

1(B) is a disconnected contact procurement. The palm 

print based biometric conspire gives numerous 

advantages over other biometric framework that it 
works in lower measurement imaging, has an ease, 

having stable basic element, upgrades quick element 

extraction, higher precision rate, and incredible client 

ampleness. 

 

II. RELATED WORK 

 

Anne Wincy and G.C. Chandran, introduced a 

palmprint check framework by utilizing PCF (Phase 

Correlation Function) and SURF (Speeded Up Robust 

Features) include [2]. First they connected pre-

preparing on the divided palm print pictures. At that 
point they separated highlights by utilizing Phase-

Correlation Function and coordinated with the 

database. Further the connected SURF include 

mining and coordinating. They utilized Poly U touch 

less palm print database for test and accomplished 

EER 6.4889c. 

 

Jawline Chuan Han et al. [9] proposed an individual 

confirmation plot dependent on palm print highlights. 

First they discover the ROI from palm picture. At that 

point they extricate the palm print highlights from 
edited ROI. They utilized three distinctive lattice that 

is measure 32 X 32, 16 X 16 and 8 X 8 in ROI and 

the Mean estimation of framework is the considered 

as the component esteem. Besides they utilized a few 

layout coordinating plan and BPNN method for the 

confirmation. 

 

Saravanan Chandran et al. proposed a palm print 

confirmation framework which is focused by stun 

channel, SIFT, I—RANSAC and LPD [13]. In that 

paper they connected stun channel in the pre—

preparing stage. At that point they extricated SIFT 
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highlights, additionally they refined the SIFT include 

by utilizing I-RANSAC and (Local Palm print 
Descriptor) LPD. They came about the pre—handled 

picture gives preferred coordinating score over 

without pre-preparing. They  used IIT Delhi and 

CASIA palm print  database  for experiment. 

 

Badrinath G.S. et al. proposed a palm print 

confirmation framework utilizing SIFT include [3]. 

They utilized SIFT administrator for highlight 

extraction. They utilized IITK and Poly U palm print 

database for analysis. They came about 99.67 9r 

exactness in IITK database and 94.42 9r precision in 

Poly U database. 
Badrinath G. Srinivas et al. proposed a palm print 

approval conspire by utilizing SURF include [4]. 

They extricated palm print highlight by utilizing 

SURF administrator. They probed the IITD and the 

Poly U palm print database. They came about FAR 

0.029a, FRR 0.0l'fr, and the exactness 99.869a. 

 

Ajay Kumar et al. proposed an individual 

acknowledgment by utilizing physical hand structure 

and palm surface [1]. They utilized hand structure 

and palm print highlights for acknowledgment. They 
utilized DCT for highlights extraction. The palm print 

designs are mix of surface, lines, and wrinkles and 

these structures utilized independently for the 

gathering. The component combination framework is 

utilized to test diverse gathering frameworks. 

Highlights are assessed on the various grouping 

plans, for example, choice trees, credulous Bayes, 

SVM, K Nearest Neighbor, and Fast Nearest 

Neighbor. 

 

My-Ha Le et al. proposed a paper of examination of 

the SIFT highlights and the Harris highlights [12]. 
They indicates SIFT includes four stages these are 

scale-space exkema identification, exact key point 

limitation, introduction task, and the key point 

descriptor. They utilized Harris corner location and 

concentrate the focuses. At that point they make think 

about among SIFT and Harris highlights. They came 

about Harris corner highlights extraction have taken 

less time than SIFT highlights and Harris corner 

highlights has low accuracy and vigor than SIFT 

highlights 

 

III. EXPERIMENT AND ANALYSIS 

 

The D.G. Lowe displayed SIFT in year 2004 for 

discoveries the novel solid highlights from the 

pictures that can be solid unalterable to the picture 

scale and the pivot [6]. It is comprehensively utilized 

in picture grouping, design acknowledgment, picture 

recuperation and numerous different applications in 

PC vision [11]. The Herbert Bay and Tinne 

Tuytelaars in year 2006 delivered speeded up strong 

highlights utilized in essential pictures and FHD (Fast 

Hessian Detector) [10]. 

Filter Feature Extraction. Filter was exhibited for 

removing the highlights from pictures with various 
variation, for example, interpretation, scaling, and 

turn. In this technique the picking of key areas at 

neighborhood minima and nearby maxima in the 

Difference of Gaussian (DOG) work utilized in the 

scale space [6]. The nearby minima and 

neighborhood maxima are worked by the over and 

again down examining of the picture. 

 

 
Figure 2.  Segmented      palmprint      images      of      same     

hand (A) Segmented     palmprint     image (B)     Segmented  

palmprin timage 

 

 
Figure 3. SIFT Feature points (A) SIFT Feature points of fig. 2. 

(A) , (B) SIFT Feature points of fig. 2. (B) 

 

Minima and maxima of of the scale space work are 

appraised by coordinating every pixel with its closest 

pixel. Amid looking at, all SIFT purposes of the main 

pictures are coordinated with the second picture. 

 

 
Figure 4. SIFT feature matching 

 

A SIFT focuses are count when separate between the 

point and its neighboring focuses is adequate higher 

than the separation among point and another 
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neighboring key focuses. The initial step of SIFT 

highlights extraction is scale space development at 
that point Key point limitation, Orientation task, and 

last advance is Key point descriptor. Underneath Fig. 

2(A) and Fig. 2(B) is the divided palm print pictures 

and in Fig. 3(A) and Fig. 3(B) are the SIFT highlight 

focuses in those pictures individually. In Fig. 4 notice 

the SIFT coordinating purposes of two divided palm 

pictures. 

 

SURF Feature Extraction. SURF (Speeded Up 

Robust Features) is an element extractor and a 

matcher for the focal points in any picture and that 

highlight utilized in article acknowledgment. SURF 
include extraction depends on same technique and 

stages as the SIFT. In the SURF technique there are 

three fundamental parts, for example, focal point 

identification, nearby neighborhood, and last one is 

coordinating. In the initial step SURF utilizes square-

molded channels for estimation of Gaussian (AOG) 

smoothing the separating the picture with a square is 

a lot quicker. SURF utilizes mass locator like as 

Hessian lattice to discover purposes of the intrigue [8, 

14]. The principle point of descriptor is to offer a 

special and solid portrayal of a picture highlight. 
Underneath Fig. 5(A) and Fig. 5(B) are the SURF 

highlight focuses in with fragmented palm print 

pictures. In Fig. 6 notice the SURF coordinating 

purposes of two portioned palm pictures. 

 

 
Fig.   5.   SURF   Feature   Extraction    (A)   SURF   feature   

points 

 

 
Figure 6. SURF feature matching 

 

Experimental results: 
We utilize portioned IITD palm print database [7] for 

correlation of SIFT and SURF include extraction. The 

accompanying table 1 demonstrates correlation 
between SIFT include extraction and SURF highlight 

extraction in various parameters. In fig. 2 (A) 

complete 1089 points recognizes by utilizing SIFT 
include extraction and SURF distinguishes 68 points 

in a similar picture and into the fig. 2 (B) absolute 

1081 points identifies by utilizing SIFT include 

extraction and SURF distinguishes 74 points in a 

similar picture. When we coordinated these two 

pictures by utilizing SIFT then complete 58 points 

coordinated and by utilizing SURF 59 points 

coordinated. 

 
Sr. 

No. 

Feature Extraction 

Method 
SIFT SURF 

1. 

Total number of 

points detects in 

Figure 2(A) 

1089 points in 

Figure 3(A) 

68 points in 

Figure 5(A) 

2. 

Total number of 

Points detects in 

Fig. 2(B) 

1081 points 

Figure 3(A)) 

74 points 

Figure 5(B) 

3. 

Total matched 

points in Figure 

2(A) and Figure 

2(B) 

173 points in 

Figure 4 

59 points 

Figure 6 

4. 
Total Success Rate 

in % 
99.67 99.98 

5. 
Time for matching 

in second 
0.86 0.68 

Table I. Comparison table of SIFT and SURF 

 

The TSR (Total Success Rate) of SIFT include 

extraction in palm print is 99.679a and TSR of SURF 

highlight is 99.989c [3, 4]. The SURF has higher 

exactness than SIFT. Filter takes 0.86 seconds for 

coordinating two pictures anyway SURF takes 0.68 
seconds for coordinating two pictures. The SURF is 

smidgen quicker than the SIFT. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

 

In this paper examination among SIFT and SURF 

highlight extraction in palmprint confirmation 

framework is broke down. Filters, SURF are two 

integral assets in the PC vision and these are chiefly 

utilized in picture mosaic, design acknowledgment, 

picture recovery, and numerous different applications 
in PC vision. From the examined outcomes, it is seen 

that the SIFT distinguished increasingly number of 

highlights as contrast with the SURF. The SIFT takes 

additional time contrasted with SURF. SURF gave 

higher exactness than the SIFT. Thus, SURF is a 

suitable method for Biometric applications. In future, 

further research will be carried out to improve SURF 

method. 
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